STATE OF OREGON
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND MINERAL INDUSTRIES
800 NE Oregon St #28 Portland, OR 97201

HISTORY OF OIL OR GAS WELL
(In compliance with rules and regulations pursuant to ORS 520)

Enterin Resources Northwest
(Company or Operator)

"L.P."
(Lease)
12A-33-75
(Well No.)

Surveyed Coordinates:

SHL= 1,763' South and 705' East from the Northwest corner of Sec. 33

BHL= 378.32' North and 156.91' East from SHL

Wildcat: NA
(or Field Name: Mist Gas

County: Columbia

Signature: [Signature]

Date: September 28, 1998
Position: Consultant

Use this form in reporting the daily operations at the well. (Operator may use his own forms, but heading of this form must also be completed and submitted.) Please submit a complete history of the well. Include such information as bit sizes, mud weights, casing sizes and depths set, amount of cement used, drilling depths, fishing, logging, perforating, and plugging procedures, and anything else pertinent to the operations. Do not include lithology.

Date

July 9, 1998
MIRU Taylor workover Rig #1. Take on lease water. Circulate well to assure static condition. Remove tree, install BOPE and test to 500 PSI-OK. Pull hangar and unset packer. Pull out of hole laying down tubing to 1,000'. Secure rig and CWIFN.

July 10, 1998
Open well. Finish laying down 2-3/8' tubing. Lay down production assembly. Measure, pick up and drift, and run in hole with 65 joints (2,134'1/2 including x and hangar) of 1,660' (1-1/4') 2.46' I.D. 55 EUE 10 round tubing. Land tubing on hangar with tail at 2,142' (2,128' W.L.). Remove BOPE and install tree. Rig up swab equipment and swab well to 600' (pulled out of rope socket and dropped swab string). Secure rig and CWIFN.

July 11, 1998
Open well. Circulate well to assure static condition. Remove tree and install BOPE. Pull hangar and pull out of hole. Make up overshot and run in hole on tubing. Reverse circulate and attempt to recover fish. Pull out of hole (overshot filled with old soap sticks). Clean out overshot. Run in hole. Circulate and attempt to recover fish. Pull out of hole (overshot filled with soap sticks). Remove overshot and make up sawtooth collar. Run in hole 9 stands. Secure rig and CWIFN.

July 12, 1998
Open well. Finish running in hole to 2,290'. Wash down to 2,328' (recovered soap stick pieces and sand). Pull out of hole. Make up overshot. Run in hole to 2,328'. Pull out of hole. Lay down overshot (no recovery), and make up NoGo collar. Run in hole with 65 joints tubing and land on hangar with tail at 2,128'. Secure rig and CWIFN.

July 13, 1998
Open well. Remove BOPE and install tree. Rig down hoist and move equipment off location. Reconfigure North gathering line compressor to pressure pipeline and well. Pressure annulus of well with pipeline gas to displace fluid up tubing and return well to sales line.